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Abstract Ventilator-associated complications (VACs) are
those complications that develop during the period of intuba-
tion. The most frequent VAC is infection. Ventilator-
associated tracheobronchitis (VAT) is one of the ventilator-
associated complications occurring in the critically ill patient.
This infection represents an intermediate process between
lower respiratory tract colonization and ventilator-associated
pneumonia. Increased duration of mechanical ventilation has
been reported in patients with VAT because of increased spu-
tum production and airway inflammation. Two studies have
shown a beneficial effect of antimicrobial treatment in
patients with VAT. The optimal duration of antimicrobial
treatment in patients with VAT should be further investigated
because short courses of antimicrobials might be sufficient.
Aerosolized antibiotics also need to be compared to systemic
antibiotics in these patients.
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Résumé La ventilation mécanique invasive est largement
utilisée en réanimation. La trachéobronchite acquise sous
ventilation mécanique (TAVM) est l’une des complications
associées à cette procédure. Cette infection est difficile à
différencier de la colonisation des voies respiratoires infé-
rieures ou de la pneumonie acquise sous ventilation mécani-

que. La TAVM est associée à une prolongation de la durée de
la ventilation mécanique et du séjour en réanimation en rai-
son de l’augmentation de l’abondance des sécrétions tra-
chéobronchiques. Deux études récentes ont suggéré que
l’antibiothérapie pourrait être bénéfique chez les patients
présentant cette infection. La durée optimale de l’anti-
biothérapie reste à déterminer, mais une antibiothérapie de
courte durée devrait être appropriée. Des études randomisées
devront comparer l’antibiothérapie inhalée à l’antibiothéra-
pie systémique chez les patients présentant une TAVM.

Mots clés Trachéobronchite · Pneumonie · Ventilation
mécanique · Complication

The use of mechanical ventilation (MV) is one of the most
common artificial assistances being used in the intensive
care units (ICUs). Ventilator-associated complications
(VACs) are those complications that develop during the
period of intubation [1]. The most frequent VAC is infection.
The lower airway is an area usually sterile in healthy people;
the exception is limited to patients with chronic lung
diseases (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
cystic fibrosis, and bronchiectasis). In patients under MV,
endotracheal intubation, however, breaks the isolation of
the lower airway and secretions coming from the oral cavity
contaminated by pathogens colonizing the oropharynx.
These contaminated secretions reach the lower airways and
may develop respiratory infections (Fig. 1). While altered
local and systemic defense mechanisms favor transition
from colonization to ventilator-associated tracheobronchitis
(VAT) and ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) [2],
simple measures such as positive end-expiratory pressure
prevent microaspiration of contaminated secretions and sub-
sequent VAP [3,4]. This review will focus on the current
understanding of the pathogenesis of VAT, modifiable risk
factors, and recent approaches to treatment of this clinical
entity.
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From VAT to VAP

Pneumonia is the second most frequent infectious complica-
tion in the hospital, and ranks first in ICU, whose risk is
increased more than 20 times by the presence of artificial air-
way and is called ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) [5].
Whereas the information published regarding VAP in terms of
diagnosis, treatment, and impact on the outcome of critically
ill patients is enormous [6–8], VAT incidence is lacking and
complicated in part since the definition remains controversial
[2,9,10]. In addition, the significance of tracheobronchial col-
onization as risk factor for subsequent lower respiratory tract
infection remains unclear [11].

The upper and lower airways can become colonized
[12]. Several factors have been taken into account and do
not differ from those involved in airway colonization and
pneumonia development in patients under MV (Fig. 2).
With the use of surveillance cultures every 48–72 h in
patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS),
using either a protected specimen brush or bronchoalveolar
lavage (BAL), VAT can occur before the onset of VAP with
tracheal colonization in 56% of patients and was not pre-
dictive of VAP developing [13]. Conceivably, then, an as
yet unidentified intermediate process may allow the bacte-
rial burden to develop VAT before VAP. McDunn et al. [14]
reported that the onset of an infection-specific transcrip-

tional program may precede the clinical diagnosis in
patients who developed VAP. Our group recently pub-
lished gene expression profiles in the pre-infection period,
and identified a significant depression of the complement
system pathway in patients who developed VAP when
compared to those who developed VAT and might explain
divergent pathways leading to VAT/VAP as a continuum
between bronchitis and pneumonia in mechanically venti-
lated patients [15].

Fig. 1 Pathophysiology of development of ventilator-associated infections including tracheobronchitis (VAT) and pneumonia (VAP).

Adapted from [61]

Fig. 2 The four possible interpretation of bacteria presence

in a mechanically ventilated patient. Ventilator-acquired tracheo-

bronchitis (VAT) and ventilator-acquired pneumonia (VAP)
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Incidence

Around 80% of the episodes of nosocomial pneumonia are
VAP [5]. VAP affects up to 50% of patients, depending on
the pathology of patients admitted in the ICU, and has an
incidence density from 10 to 20 episodes per 1000 days of
MV [16]. This risk is greater in the early days, and is particu-
larly high in patients in coma, which can diagnose up to 50%
of patients. Ibrahim et al. [17] reported an incidence rate of
VAP of 11.5%, 56% of which were early onset (≤ 5 day)
whereas Cook et al. [18] found that the incidence per day
varies over time, with 3% per day during the first 5 days
of MV, 2% for the second 5 days, and 1% for the subsequent
5-day period. Therefore, the greatest attack rates appear to be
during the initial days of MV. Additionally, significant risk
factors for early-onset VAP include cardiopulmonary resusci-
tation, head injury, and continuous sedation.

Awide range of VAT incidence has been reported interna-
tionally [19–22]. The different definition criteria used in
these studies might explain the important variability in
VAT incidence. Malacarne et al. [19] in a prospective epide-
miological study carried out in 71 Italian ICUs, with more
than 9000 patients included, reported that 11.4% of the
patients had an ICU-acquired infection. Tracheobronchitis
was the third most common infection after pneumonia
(47%) and urinary tract infection (26%) with an incidence of
15.5%. Another study showed an incidence of VAT of
10.6%, with a prevalence significantly higher in surgical
(15.3%) compared to medical patients (9.9%, p = 0.01)
[20]. In contrast, Dallas et al. [23] conducted an unicenter
prospective study in 111 patients that aimed to differentiate
the incidence of either VAP or VAT. VAT occurred less
commonly than VAP (1.4% vs. 4.0%; p < 0.001); but the
occurrence of VATwas similar between surgical and medical
patients (1.3% vs. 1.5%, p = 0.845). Interestingly, in this
study, VAT incidence was much lower than previous stud-
ies; however, this rate should be interpreted with caution as
the authors did not provide any information on duration of
MV in the whole cohort, and no information on percentage
of patients with long duration of MV (>7 days).

Based on Dallas et al. [23] results, VAT progressed to
VAP in 32.1% of the patients, despite concurrent therapy
with appropriate antibiotics based on in vitro susceptibility
testing. The incidence of progression from VAT to VAP was
found much than previously reported by Nseir et al. [20]
(9.0% of patients). Nseir et al. [24], however, performed a
randomized trial of antibiotic therapy for VATand found that
34% of patients with VAT developed subsequent VAP but
only 3 of 22 (13.6%) of these cases occurred in the group
of patients that received antibiotics. Differences from these
last two groups might be related to the low prevalence of
COPD (known risk factor for VAT), and the absence of sur-

veillance endotracheal aspirate cultures sent on admission,
weekly and when VAT or VAP are suspected.

Definition

VAT diagnosis is controversial and represents an actual prob-
lem in order to define the real incidence of VAT [25,26]. There
is currently no valid, reliable definition for VAT, and even the
most widely used VAT criteria and definitions are neither sen-
sitive nor specific. Finding a consensus definition for VAT is
mandatory, so that it could be used for future studies.

Diagnosis of VAT is considered when a patient under
invasive MV starts with fever, leukocytosis, and new or
increased purulent secretions by the endotracheal tube. A
particular difficulty with the much commonly used VAT
definition (in order to distinguish from VAP) is the key-
point of the absence of pulmonary consolidation. Evidence
suggests that chest radiograph findings do not accurately
rule out VAP. The fact that there are many clinical entities
with radiographic infiltrates (acute respiratory distress syn-
drome, acute pulmonary edema, atelectasis, pulmonary
embolism, malignant infiltration, …) in patients who may
already present fever, and/or for other reasons leukocytosis,
could complicate VAT diagnosis. Given the subjectivity and
variability inherent in interpretation, chest radiograph tech-
nique in supine mechanically ventilated patients makes chest
imaging ill-suited for inclusion in a definition algorithm
to be used for the potential purposes of public reporting,
inter-facility comparisons, and pay-for-reporting and pay-
for-performance programs. Therefore, distinguishing VAT
from VAP represents a difficult task; several authors have
proposed the use of CT lung scan in order to better character-
ize these infections [2]. Critically ill patients are at high risk for
complications en route, and transport outside the ICU can be
an independent risk factor for VAP (odds ratio: 2.9; 95%-
confidence interval, 1.4–5.7) [27]. In addition, Self et al.
[28] conducted an observational cross-sectional study of
adult patients presenting to 12 emergency departments in the
United States, who underwent both Chest X-ray and CT-scans
for routine clinical care, and found that Chest X-ray demon-
strated poor sensitivity and positive predictive value for
detecting pulmonary opacities. One key-role of CT-scan can
be to better define a new infiltrate that is not clearly a VAP. The
most important point is probably to have a baseline X-ray and
a continuous clinical assessment. Other options like lung ultra-
sonographymight seem to be promising because of immediate
bedside availability, repeatability, easy to perform but needs a
specific training and further validation [29].

For the Centers for Disease Control [10], the definition of
VAT in adult patients must meet the radiological criteria of
absence of pneumonia in the X-ray and at least two of the
following findings: 1) fever (>38ºC), 2) cough, 3) new or
increased production of sputum, 4) rhonchi and wheezing,
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and 5) bronchospasm. In addition, a positive culture of bron-
chial secretions obtained by endotracheal aspirate (ETA) or
bronchoscopic technique should be positive. This definition
seems to be sensitive enough but lacks of specificity in MV
patients. With the use of a flexible bronchoscopy, additional
information may help in order to accurate the diagnosis of
VAT. The characteristics of secretions might be evaluated.
Obtaining a deeper sample is also a relatively simple proce-
dure that can help diagnosis [11]: if during the procedure
purulent secretions come from the deep portions of the lung,
the possibility of VAT diagnosis is increased [11]. However, it
is important to consider, as reported by Baram et al. [30], that
stable patients receiving prolongedMVwithout clinical pneu-
monia might have a high alveolar burden of bacteria.

Another major difficulty with available VAT definitions is
their reliance on specific clinical signs or symptoms, which
are subjective and may be poorly or inconsistently documen-
ted in the medical record. The use of inflammatory biomar-
kers such as procalcitonin (PCT) and C-reactive protein
(CRP) can be of help; however, as it is known, controversial
results have been found in VAP [31–33]. Whereas some
authors found that neither PCT and CRP threshold values
nor their kinetics can predict VAP survival or septic shock
development, others found that the evolution of serum CRP
could be related to the recognition and development of VAP.
In addition, Sierra et al. [31] showed that CRP may be a good
indicator of infection in patients with inflammatory response
syndrome, while, more recently, Lisboa et al. [32] showed a
good correlation between bacterial load measured as cfu/mL
on quantitative culture of respiratory secretions and serum
CRP. Whereas the use of high levels of PCTand CRP suggest
a high bacterial load and a greater inflammatory response,
some authors have reported that stable patients receiving pro-
longed MV without clinical pneumonia have a high alveolar
burden of bacteria. Therefore, inflammatory biomarkers seem
to help in clinical decision making for VAP, but their role in
VAT diagnosis needs to be elucidated.

Finally, guidelines on hospital-acquired pneumonia and
VAP has been recently published (European Respiratory
Society (ERS), European Society of Clinical Microbiology
and Infectious Diseases (ESCMID), and European Society
of Intensive Care Medicine (ESICM)) [34]. Nosocomial tra-
cheobronchitis definition includes: occurrence of purulent tra-
cheal secretion after ≥48 h of hospitalization orMV plus ≥2 of
the following: fever (≥ 38.5°C) or hypothermia (<36°C), leu-
kocytosis (≥12 × 109/L), significant bacteriologic counts in
respiratory secretions (≥103 cfu/mL for protected brush spec-
imen (PBS) and ≥105 cfu/mL for ETA); absence of new pul-
monary infiltrates compatible with pneumonia and absence of
other causes of fever are mandatory. This definition needs to
be further validated and can overdiagnose the incidence of
VAT (and overuse of antibiotics) because the positive culture
of respiratory secretions is not a mandatory item.

Microbiology

VAT is frequently caused by Gram-negative bacteria (73%).
Polymicobial VAT represents 22% of all episodes [20,24,35].
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (25%), Staphylococcus aureus
(21%), and Acineobacter baumannii (17%) are the most fre-
quently isolated bacteria. The cut-off used by quantitative
methods to diagnose VAT ranges from 105–106 cfu/mL. To
our knowledge, no study has evaluated the accuracy of quan-
titative culture in diagnosing VAT. However, animal and
human post-mortem studies suggested that 105–106 cfu/mL
for quantitative ETA was accurate in diagnosing pneumonia
[36]. In addition, these studies showed that quantitative
ETA had acceptable positive and negative predictive values
compared to BAL.

Several recent studies suggested that routine ETA may be
helpful in targeting initial antimicrobial treatment, and thus
improving the rate of appropriate treatment [37,38]. How-
ever, none of these studies have reported on the presence
of signs of infection without pulmonary infiltrate in patients
with positive ETA. In addition, cost-effectiveness of routine
ETA should be further investigated.

Impact of ventilator-associated
tracheobronchitis on outcome

Tracheobronchitis is characterized by lower respiratory
tract inflammation and increased sputum production result-
ing in longer duration of MV [30,39]. Extubation failure
and difficult weaning have been reported to be associated
with increased sputum volume in mechanically ventilated
patients [40].

An observational cohort study compared outcomes
between patients with VAT (n = 133) and those with VAP
(n = 77) in a cohort of 1241 COPD patients requiring intu-
bation and MV for >48 h [41]. No significant difference was
found in duration of MV (26 ± 17 vs. 24 ± 15 days, p = 0.3)
and ICU stay (28 ± 20 vs. 26 ± 17, p = 0.06). However, ICU-
mortality rate was significantly lower in VAT compared with
VAP patients (45% vs. 64%, p < 0.001). In contrast, a recent
study performed on 111 patients (28 patients with VAT and
83 patients with VAP) found no significant difference in
duration of MV (16.5 ± 13.3 vs. 15.1 ± 10 days,
p = 0.886), ICU stay (26.6 ± 16.7 vs. 26.6 ± 17.3 days,
p = 0.919), or hospital survival (78.6 vs. 80.6%, p = 0.789)
between patients with VAT and those with VAP [23]. How-
ever, the small number of patients with VAT included in this
study might explain the negative results.

In a prospective observational study including 1889
patients requiring intubation and MV, VATwas significantly
associated with longer duration of MV (24 ± 15 vs. 8.8 ± 7.4
days, p < 0.001; 27 ± 24 vs. 13 ± 12 days, p < 0.001) and
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ICU stay (31 ± 20 vs. 12.8 ± 19.1 days, p < 0.001; 35 ± 26
vs. 18 ± 15 days, p < 0.001) in medical and surgical patients
with or without VAT, respectively [20]. However, no signifi-
cant difference was found in ICU-mortality rate between
patients with VAT without subsequent VAP and those who
did not develop VAT or VAP.

Because no adjustment was performed in that study for
confounding factors, two matched case-control studies were
conducted in patients with COPD [42] and patients without
chronic respiratory disease [43]. Patients with VAP prior or
subsequent to VAT were excluded in order to evaluate the
specific impact of VAT on outcome. Matching criteria
included 1) duration of MV prior to VAT occurrence, a con-
trol patient had to have at least the same duration of MV
before VAT occurrence as a case patient; 2) primary diagno-
sis for admission; 3) indication for MV; 4) simplified acute
physiology score II on admission ± 5 points; 5) age ± 5
years; and 6) date of admission when more than one poten-
tial control was well matched to a case. The first study found
significantly increased duration of MV (21 ± 12 vs. 19 ± 15
days, p = 0.015), and ICU stay (27 ± 13 vs. 24 ± 20 days,
p = 0.020), in cases (VAT patients) compared with controls
(patients without VAT). However, mortality rate was similar
in the two groups (40% vs. 34%, p = 0.480). In the second
study including patients without chronic respiratory disease,
VAT was also significantly associated with longer duration
of MV (21 ± 16 vs. 13 ± 13 days, p < 0.001), and ICU stay
(28 ± 15 vs. 17 ± 16 days, p < 0.001), without significant
impact on ICU-mortality (29% vs. 36%, p = 0.294) in cases
and controls, respectively.

Impact of antimicrobial treatment on outcome
in VAT patients

The last American Thoracic Society (ATS)/Infectious Dis-
eases Society of America (IDSA) guidelines on VAP
recommended performing randomized controlled trials to
determine the impact of antimicrobial treatment on out-
come of VAT patients. Two recent randomized studies eval-
uated the impact of antimicrobial treatment on outcome of
VAT patients [44]. The first was a randomized placebo-
controlled blinded trial that aimed to determine the impact
of aerosolized antibiotics on outcomes in patients with VAT
[35]. Forty-three patients were randomized to receive aero-
solized antibiotics or placebo for 14 days. The choice of
aerosolized antibiotic was based on Gram stain. Vancomy-
cin and gentamycin were used in patients with Gram-
positive and Gram-negative microorganisms, respectively.
Both antibiotics were used if Gram-positive and Gram-
negative microorganisms were present. Most of the 43
included patients were treated with systemic antibiotics
because of concomitant VAP. The authors found aerosol-

ized antibiotics to be associated with significantly lower
rates of VAP at the end of treatment (35.7% vs. 78.6%,
p = 0.007), reduced subsequent usage of systemic antibio-
tics (42% vs. 70%, p = 0.042), and higher number of
days free of MV (median: 10 vs. 0, p = 0.069) and percent-
age of survivors with successful weaning (80% vs. 45%,
p = 0.046). Interestingly, lower rates of antimicrobial resis-
tance were also found in patients treated with aerosolized
antibiotics compared with those who received placebo (0%,
vs. 16.6%, p = 0.005). However, no significant impact was
found on mortality (21.1% vs. 16.7%, p = 0.9). The limita-
tions of this study included lack of specificity in VAT defi-
nition, small number of included patients, coexistence of
VAP, and systemic antibiotics in most patients [45].

The impact of systemic antimicrobial treatment on out-
comes in VAT patients was evaluated in a multicenter ran-
domized unblinded controlled study [24]. In all patients,
quantitative ETA was performed on ICU admission and
weekly. Systemic antibiotics were given for 8 days based
on results of previous ETA. The study was early stopped
because planned interim analysis found significant differ-
ences in mortality rates between the two groups. Fifty-eight
patients were included (22 patients in antibiotic group and
36 patients in control group). No significant difference was
found between the two groups in patient characteristics at
ICU admission and at randomization. Duration of MV
(29 ± 17 vs. 26 ± 15 days, p = 0.816) and ICU stay
(40 ± 23 vs. 36 ± 21 days, p = 0.816) were similar in the
two groups. However, the number of days free of MV was
significantly higher in antibiotic group compared with con-
trol group (median (IR) 12 (8–24) vs. 2 (0–6), p < 0.001). In
addition subsequent VAP (13% vs. 47%, p = 0.011) and
ICU-mortality rates (18% vs. 47%, p = 0.011) were signifi-
cantly lower in antibiotic compared with control group. The
lower ICU-mortality in antibiotic group might be probably
related to the higher rate of VAP in control patients. Another
potential explanation might be due to the difficulty in distin-
guishing VAT from early VAP because of the low specific-
ity of portable chest radiograph. Limitations of this study
included small number of included patients, absence of
blinding, and lack of standardized antibiotic treatment [25].

A recent meta-analysis [46] included the above-discussed
two randomized trials [24,35], eight studies evaluating vari-
ous strategies for VAT prevention (selective digestive tract
decontamination (SDD) (5 studies) [47–51], automatic regu-
lation of tracheal cuff pressure (one study) [52], oral cavity
decontamination (one study) [53], and the presence of bac-
terial filter in the ventilator circuit (one study) [54], and other
observational studies [20,26,42]. The authors found that
administration of systemic antimicrobials (with or without
aerosolized ones), as opposed to placebo or no treatment,
in patients with VATwas not associated with lower mortality
(odds ratio 0.56, 95%-confidence interval, 0.27–1.14).
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However, most of the studies providing relevant data noted
that administration of antimicrobial agents, as opposed to
placebo or no treatment, in patients with VATwas associated
with lower frequency of subsequent pneumonia and more
ventilator-free days, but without shorter length of ICU stay
or shorter duration of MV. In addition, SDD was not proved
to be an effective preventive strategy against VAT (odds ratio
0.62, 95%-confidence interval, 0.27–1.14).

Another hypothesis is that patients with a high bacterial
load in respiratory tract could benefit from antimicrobial treat-
ment. However, positive respiratory specimen should be con-
sidered as colonization in patients without local and systemic
signs of infection. Previous studies demonstrated the benefi-
cial effects of systemic [55,56] and aerosolized [57] antibio-
tics in preventing early VAP in critically ill patients. However,
duration of antibiotic treatment is a recognized risk factor
for multidrug-resistant bacteria emergence [58]. Infections
caused by these bacteria are associated with high mortality
and morbidity rates [59]. A significant proportion of VATepi-
sodes cannot be prevented, but might be treatable through
pre-emptive therapy [60].

Conclusions

VAT is common in critically ill patients under MV. This
infection represents an intermediate process between lower
respiratory tract colonization and VAP. Increased duration of
MV was reported in patients with VAT because of increased
sputum production and airway inflammation. Two recent
randomized controlled studies suggest that antimicrobial
treatment might be associated with beneficial effects in
VAT patients. Further studies should confirm the beneficial
effects of antimicrobial treatment in patients with VAT. The
best duration of antimicrobial treatment in patients with VAT
should be investigated because short courses of antimicro-
bials might be sufficient. Aerosolized antibiotics might help
in decreasing the bacterial load and stopping the VAT-VAP
progression.
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